Changes from Proposed FY14 Budget to Adopted FY14 Budget

Budget Adjustments
- Approximately 2,600 Nutrition Support positions previously budgeted in the central office/citywide Nutrition unit were moved to school budgets for the start of school.
- The proposed budget estimated fewer Nutrition Support positions would be retained after layoffs, severance, and vacancies were accounted for. Approximately 200 positions are included in the Adopted Budget that were not included in the Proposed Budget.
- $2 million in additional state funding for English Language Learners was distributed to schools to respond to concerns raised by schools and during the public comment process.

Website/Data Adjustments
- Corrections to Appendix A have been made to correct a typographical error in the number of pre-K students in the first table and associated numbers in the narrative.
- On the Interactive Budget, some schools were previously not tied to a school type category. These have now all been linked to a school type. This means that totals on the “Find Your School” page for certain school types, namely charter schools, have been updated.
- Other miscellaneous typo corrections.